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Abstract

Despite a large body of literature analyzing mobile device usage, app switch-

ing is still an overlooked interaction. To better understand and streamline

the app switching experience in modern smartphones, we first explore how to

automatically extract and characterize habitual app switching behaviors from

smartphone usage data. By applying a data analytic methodology based on as-

sociation rules to a large dataset of smartphone usage, in particular, we demon-

strate that users repeatedly switch between the same applications under differ-

ent contexts (e.g., location and time). We then implemented the methodology

in RecApps, an interactive floating widget that proactively suggests the next

apps to be used while the user is interacting with their smartphone. We evalu-

ate RecApps through an in-the-wild study with 18 participants. Findings show

that RecApps simplifies and supports the transitions between the users’ favorite

apps, while highlighting the need for novel interactions supporting app switch-

ing behavior. We use such results to explore trade-offs in the design space for

proactively supporting app switching behavior in mobile interaction.
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1. Introduction

In the last few years, smartphones have become ubiquitous devices [1], and

their usage has increased dramatically [2]. One of the main reason for their

success is their transformation from simple communication tools to computing

devices offering a wide range of functionality accessible anywhere and every-5

where [3]: through smartphones, users can nowadays read The New York Times

while chatting with a friend on WhatsApp, they can watch films, check their

emails, and browse social networks to pass the time.

Given the popularity of such devices, a large body of literature is dedicated

to study smartphone usage under different aspects. Previous works (e.g., [4,10

5, 6]) analyzed smartphone usage datasets to characterize mobile sessions in

terms of context, duration, frequency, and used apps. Other studies [2, 7, 8]

related smartphones to habitual behaviors, by demonstrating that some types

of smartphone usage, e.g., passively browsing social networks [8] or checking

emails [2], can become unconscious habits in the long term. Some previous15

works [6, 9] also analyzed the differences in the interaction with locked and

unlocked smartphones, respectively.

In this vast literature, a particular kind of smartphone usage that is starting

to emerge is the so-called app switching behavior [10], i.e., transitioning from one

app to another in the same usage session to consume content [11, 12]. Previous20

works already demonstrated the prevalence of this behavior: some researchers

have found that the last used app is a strong predictor of the next app users are

going to open [13, 14, 15], while others discovered that users transition from one

app to another following established patterns, e.g., by typically switching from

mobile search engines to mobile apps [11] or by starting a usage session with a25

communication app [4]. However, such works only highlight high-level trends

characterizing app switching behaviors, with data of different users that are

mixed together to extract and analyze (typically off-line) global usage patterns.

As a consequence, today’s smartphones offer limited support to transition from

one app to another. To close these gaps, this paper investigates the following30
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research questions:

RQ1. How can we automatically extract and characterize app switching behav-

iors, e.g., to understand which specific apps and contexts are involved?

RQ2. How can we design novel interactions to support these app switching

behaviors in modern smartphones?35

Figure 1: An overview of the different phases characterizing our work. We explored how to

automatically detect app switching behaviors from smartphone usage data, we investigated

how to support these behaviors in modern smartphones, and we derived a design space to

proactively support app switching behaviors.

Figure 1 summarizes the different phases that characterized our work. To

answer the first research question (Detection phase, RQ1), we explored a novel

approach to automatically detect habitual app switching behaviors, i.e., tran-

sitions between apps that are repeated over time in different contexts, such

as time of the day and location, from smartphone usage data. To this end,40

we adapted a recent data analytic methodology [16] based on association rules

mining, and we demonstrated its applicability by exploiting a smartphone us-

age dataset collected in-the-wild from 46 users. By analyzing the extracted

behaviors, we found that users often use two or more mobile apps in the same

smartphone usage session by habitually switching between the same applications45

under stable contexts: habitual app switching, for example, is more common in

the morning, when people wake up. Furthermore, app switching behaviors link

different types of applications, and it is very common between web browsers,

social networks, and messaging apps.

We used the outcomes of our first study to motivate and inform the explo-50

ration of our second research questions (Support phase, RQ2). The variety of
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app switching behaviors that we extracted and analyzed, indeed, confirms that a

promising (but underexplored) direction to improve the overall interaction with

mobile devices would be to better support these behaviors on modern smart-

phones [10]. While notifications and wallpaper widgets have expanded the ways55

people can interact with their smartphones, e.g., by enabling users to quickly

check for new information of interest, today’s mobile user interfaces are only

starting to explore novel interactions to streamline diverse device uses [6], and

contemporary smartphones offer limited support to transition from one app to

another. Despite the majority of today’s home-screen menu offers some type of60

app recommendations to find the next app to use, they often adopt very simple

criteria, e.g., by showing the most recently used apps, only [17]. Moreover, users

must explicitly stop to use the current app to see recommendations. Similarly,

they had to perform a double tap on the home button (iOS) or a click on the

app-list button (Android) to switch between already opened apps. To stream-65

line app switching behavior and moving away from the “traditional” interactions

for app switching, we thus present RecApps (Recommending Apps), an inter-

active floating widget designed to proactively support the transition from one

app to another.

Figure 2: RecApps is an interactive floating widget for Android that proactively supports the

transition from one app to another. When the user opens a mobile app, RecApps suggests

which apps the user will probably use next through a floating widget. Under the hood, the

app collects smartphone usage data and context information in background, and it extracts

association rules that model habitual app switching behaviors.

RecApps dynamically implements our approach to automatically detect the70
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users’ habitual app switching behaviors. It collects smartphone usage data and

contextual information in background, and it periodically extracts association

rules representing habitual app switching behaviors. The extracted rules are

then used as suggested links: when the user opens an app that is involved in a

switching behavior, a floating widget with a link to the apps that are typically75

related to the app in use appears on the screen (Figure 2).

We evaluated RecApps in a three-week long in-the-wild study with 18 smart-

phone users. Findings show evidence that proactively suggesting the next apps

to be opened is a promising approach to streamline app switching behaviors:

participants of the study liked the floating widget since the visualized sugges-80

tions speeded up their transitions from one app to another, especially when

using social networks and messaging apps. RecApps did not change the overall

behaviors of the participants with their smartphone, e.g., the average duration of

their usage sessions and the number of apps they used. However, thanks to the

availability of proactive shortcuts, it encouraged participants to transition be-85

tween their favorite apps significantly more often. Despite the positive aspects,

having an always-on widget on the right side of the screen sometimes interfered

with participants’ current activities, e.g., writing a message, and caused some

unintentional clicks. Stemming from our findings, we present two alternative Re-

cApps designs, and we discuss the design space for proactively supporting app90

switching behaviors by referring to different design dimensions, ranging from

visibility to cognitive and physical demand (Design phase). Our exploration re-

sults in design recommendations on how to improve app switching interactions

with mobile devices.

2. Related Work95

2.1. Characterizing Mobile Device Use

Given the popularity of smartphones, there has been increasing research in-

terest in studying mobile device usage under different aspects. Smartphones,
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indeed, are nowadays used to perform a variety of tasks [3], ranging from enter-

tainment to productivity, in different contexts [18].100

Several studies, e.g., [19, 4, 20, 21, 6, 5], analyzed smartphone usage sessions,

i.e., users’ interactions that start when the screen is turned on and end when the

screen is turned off, in terms of overall duration, frequency, context, and involved

mobile apps. Bohmer et al. [4] reported on the results of a large-scale analysis

on more than 4,000 smartphone users. They found that, on average, users spend105

roughly one minute with an app at a time, but such a time strongly depends

on the app category. They also found that short sessions with only one app are

very common. When users use more than one application in a session, instead,

the first app is typically a communication tool. Another large-scale analysis of

smartphone usage based on detailed logs from 29,279 mobile phones has been110

recently published by Hintze et al. [5]. The authors demonstrated the influence

of context, e.g., locations, on the frequency of mobile device usage. Furthermore,

they highlighted usage differences between smartphones and tablets, showing

that smartphones are used almost thrice as often as tablets, with usage sessions

on tablets that are typically longer. Also other works highlighted the influence115

of users’ locations on mobile device use [19], while others related differences in

smartphone usage to social context [20]. Banovic et al. [6], instead, focused

on the time duration of mobile device use, by classifying usage sessions into

glance, review, and engage sessions. In their work, in particular, the authors

developed ProactiveTask, an interactive lock-screen tool providing short tasks to120

users to streamline review sessions, i.e., brief user interactions with one or more

applications. As in the work of Banovic et al., we present a tool to streamline

a particular type of user’s interaction with mobile devices, i.e., app switching

behaviors.

Besides the presented analysis, researchers have also demonstrated that125

smartphone usage is governed by different kinds of cognitive [22] and psycholog-

ical factors [23]. In the last few year, smartphone usage is so increased [2] that

it has even been related to overuse problems [24] and addictive behaviors [25].

Scientific evidence shows that there are substantial individual differences in how
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users may engage with their personal device [1, 6, 12], e.g., given the variety130

of available mobile apps. However, some previous works clearly demonstrate

that, from an abstract point of view, different usage patterns are shared across

people. Several studies, for instance, related smartphone usage to habitual be-

haviors [26, 8, 27], i.e., recurrent phone usage sessions that are repeated under

stable contextual cues [2]. Oulasvirta et al. [2], for instance, analyzed checking135

habits, i.e., “brief, repetitive inspection of a dynamic content quickly accessi-

ble on the device.” What makes users continuously check their smartphones

until their needs are satisfied [28] is often a self-interruption to check online

contents [29], missed calls, or messages [23]. Shin et al. [30] found that users

with self-identified problems in smartphone usage are more susceptible to check-140

ing habits, and they tend to use many different apps during the same phone

usage sessions. By analyzing 3 months of application launch logs through a

methodology extensively adopted in the context of web browsing, i.e., revisita-

tion analysis [31], Jones et al. [11] discovered that much of our habitual use of

smartphones is not driven by the technology’s characteristics, but rather by the145

characteristics of the services we have. On smartphones, in particular, we have

a few installed applications to choose from, and we tend to use and re-use them

within individual sessions. Such revisitation patterns, also called app switching

behaviors [10], are still an overlooked aspect of mobile device usage, and they

are not proactively supported by modern smartphones, yet. To transition from150

an app to another, indeed, users must explicitly stop the use of the current app,

e.g., by performing a double tap on the home button, and look for the new one to

be opened, e.g., by browsing the list of apps that are currently opened. Conse-

quently, smartphones are often unable to provide information at an appropriate

time and quickly enough for the interaction to be worthwhile [18].155

Turner et al. [10] recently confirmed the need to support app switching

behaviors by showing that there is underlying similarity in such patterns across

users. In this paper, we further analyze the habitual nature of app switching

behaviors by applying a data analytic methodology based on association rules

mining over a large dataset of mobile device usage. Furthermore, we explore160
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how to support recurrent transitions between apps by presenting RecApps, an

interactive floating widget that proactively suggests the next apps to be used.

2.2. Predicting the Next App

RecApps dynamically provides users with links to easily switch between mo-

bile applications, with the aim of streamlining habitual app switching behaviors.165

Therefore, our work is also related to the body of research on app recommen-

dations. The problem of predicting which app users are going to use has been

already investigated by other researchers in the past. Being able to perform such

a prediction might produce different advantages, e.g., pre-loading the right app

to improve memory management and app execution [21, 13, 32], or to highlight170

desired apps in the home screen for quicker launches [13, 33]. Sun et al. [33], for

instance, developed AppRush, an adaptive home screen widget presenting short-

cuts towards mobile apps most likely to be launched at a certain time, based

on the user’s app usage history. Instead of highlighting apps in home screens,

in our work we dynamically visualize links to other mobile applications on top175

of the app that is currently used. Furthermore, we explicitly focus on habitual

connections between different apps under multiple contexts and by continuously

adapting the suggested shortcuts to the current usage session.

Regardless of the underlying goal, different algorithms for app prediction

have been proposed in the last years. Yan et al. [21] presented FALCON, a180

system that exploits contexts such as user location and time of the day to

predict app launches before they occur. The goal is to provide support for

pre-launching applications, thus reducing the perceived delay in opening them.

With a similar goal, Parate et al. [32] designed an app prediction algorithm

that can work without prior training. The algorithm is able to predict which185

app will be used and when, without requiring additional sensor context. Zou et

al. [34] explored light-weighted Bayesian methods to predict the next app based

on the app usage history. Huang et al. [13] used the Nokia MDC dataset to

test a linear and a Bayesian model for app prediction, by exploiting different

contextual features such as time, location, and last used app. They found that190
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the last used app is a strong contribution to the prediction accuracy, with the

linear model that turned to be the more effective in combining all the contextual

information.

Other studies found a correlation between the last used app and the next app

users are going to use [14, 15]. Leroux et al. [14] presented a framework for the195

prediction of a user’s future mobile application usage behavior. The framework

has been developed to continuously monitor several contextual information on

the smartphone, e.g., locations and used apps, with the aim of automatically de-

ducing usage patterns. Baeza-Yates et al. [15] proposed a prediction mechanism

to show users which app they are going to use in the near future. They modeled200

app prediction as a classification problem, and they exploited two kinds of fea-

tures, i.e., basic features obtained from smartphones sensors and session features

modeling sequential patterns of app usage. In their experiments, the authors

demonstrated that session features are effective to boost the performances of

their algorithm.205

The fact that the last used app is a strong predictor of the next app sug-

gests the need of further exploring app switching behaviors. The majority of the

aforementioned works, however, often exploits representational contexts that are

usually defined before the user interacts [35]. Besides taking into account past

usage data and context, in our RecApps tool we also focus on the current phone210

usage session, with the aim of making personalized and dynamic recommenda-

tions to a user that is currently engaged with her smartphone. We were inspired

by the interactional context concept defined by Natarajan et al. [35]. According

to the authors, app recommendations must be made available dynamically as

the user interacts with the system. When users interact with a smartphone,215

indeed, they often click on items that are of interest in the current context.

Finally, differently from the recommendation algorithms presented here, we are

less interested in predicting the single, next used app with the highest accu-

racy. Rather, our approach is more generic, and aims at extracting connections

between sets of apps, e.g., to model a user that opens WhatsApp after having220

used both the Camera and the Contacts app. Our main goal, in particular, is
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to explore whether the RecApps approach, e.g., the floating widget, is effective

to streamline app switching interaction. For this reason, while previous work

on app prediction leverages off-line evaluations, mainly, our work includes an

in-the-wild user study.225

3. Detecting App Switching Behavior

We explored how to automatically extract and characterize app switching be-

haviors from smartphone usage data (RQ1) by applying a data analytic method-

ology based on association rules mining to a mobile device use dataset collected

in a real-world setting. On the one hand, our goal was to further dig into the230

anatomy of app switching behavior. On the other hand, we laid the foundation

for detecting and supporting app switching in real-time (see Section 4).

3.1. Automatic Detection of Habitual App Switching Behaviors

The first step to support users in transitioning between their favorite apps

is to detect, preferably in real-time, what are their most common app switching235

behaviors. To this end, we adapted a data analytic methodology based on

association rules mining [16] to extract habitual app switching behavior. The

methodology was designed to extract, directly on a smartphone and in real-

time, the smartphone habits of a user. A habit is defined as an association rule

between a set of contextual cues (the rule’s antecedent) and the usage of one240

or more mobile apps (the rule’s consequent). Figure 3 shows two examples (A

and B) of smartphone habits that can be extracted through the methodology.

Contextual cues may include information like time or current location, but also

the usage of a set of apps inside the session. The habit (A) describes a user

that at work, between 10 and 12 AM, habitually uses Facebook and Instagram.245

The habit (B), instead, is a classic example of an app switching behavior: when

the user is at home, they typically transition from WhatsApp to Twitter. We

exploited the ability of the methodology to threat apps both as antecedent and

consequent of association rules to extract switching behaviors that are repeated

over time, i.e., links between the same mobile apps, in different contexts.250
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Figure 3: Two examples of smartphone habits that can be extracted through the applied

methodology. The habit (B) is a habitual app switching behavior between WhatsApp and

Twitter that happens when the user is at home.

To initially demonstrate the applicability of the methodology to the detection

of app switching behaviors, we exploited a mobile usage dataset collected in-the-

wild from 46 users (36 male and 10 female). Users were mostly students (44), and

they were on average 22.76 years old (SD = 2.31). Data was collected through

Socialize [16], an Android mobile application with which users can monitor255

their smartphone usage. Socialize silently collects different users’ information

and make it available, in an anonymous form, on a Firebase [36] dataset. Table 1

describes the information available in the dataset we used to explore habitual

app switching behavior: we exploited phone-related information, i.e., screen and

app events, and contextual information as well, i.e., activity and location events,260

in addition to time.

Following the methodology, we preprocessed smartphone usage data to build

usage sessions for each user. First, we isolated pairs of consecutive lock-unlock

screen events to delineate the start and the end of each usage session, i.e., the

session-window. Then, we used each session-window to extract a) the mobile265

apps used during the session and b) the set of contextual information charac-

terizing the session. As contextual information, in particular, we considered the

time (e.g., 10-12 AM ) and the period (i.e., working day or holiday/weekend) of

the session, the physical activity and geographical location characterizing the

session, if available, and the mobile apps used in the entire session. After the270

preprocessing step, each smartphone usage session is transformed in a transac-

tional data format (Figure 4).
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Table 1: The information of the mobile usage dataset [16] we used to explore habitual app

switching behavior.

Information Description

Activity

Events

Start/stop a given activity, i.e., still, walking, running, cycling,

and on vehicle. Each activity event includes a timestamp, an

activity, and the type of the event, i.e., start or stop.

Location

Events

Enter/exit a given location area. The application forces users

to define at least their home and work locations. Each location

event includes a timestamp, a location, and the type of the

event, i.e., enter or exit.

Screen Events Lock/unlock the smartphone screen. Each screen event includes

a timestamp and the type of the event, i.e., lock or unlock.

App Events Open/close a given mobile app. Each app event includes a

timestamp and the type of the event, i.e., open or close.

The resulting transactional dataset is finally used to mine association rules,

i.e., smartphone habits, through the Apriori algorithm [37]. For each user,

promising association rules can be filtered by using common metrics for as-275

sociation rules evaluation [38], e.g., support, confidence, and lift. We enforced

support greater than 1% and confidence greater than 51% to prune uncorrelated

combinations. Furthermore, we discarded association rules with lift less than or

equal to 1 to prune negatively correlated combinations. Finally, we excluded all

the rules that did not represent a habitual app switching behaviors, i.e., rules280

without any mobile apps in their antecedent, as in Figure 3 (A).

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Phone Usage Sessions Overview

By preprocessing the exploited dataset, we obtained a total of 133,988 smart-

phone usage sessions with a median duration across all sessions of 56.73 seconds.285

Note that we use the median since the duration of smartphone usage sessions is

typically characterized by a long tail distribution [6]. Of these sessions, 30,524
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Figure 4: An example of a smartphone usage session represented in a transactional format.

Besides mobile applications, the vector involves contextual information, e.g., activity and

location. In each entry, in particular, the value 1 means the presence of the item in the

corresponding transactional session, and the value 0 represents the absence of an item in that

session.

(22.78%) were associated to a geographical location, and 132,489 (98.88%) to

a performed physical activity. The time intervals during which users produced

more sessions was between 6 and 8 PM (12.81%) and between 8 and 10 PM290

(12.80%). Not surprisingly, 97,481 sessions (72.75%) happened during business

days, while the remaining 36,507 (27.25%) happened on a holiday/weekend.

Figure 5 characterizes the number of mobile apps included in the collected

smartphone usage sessions. We found that 11,611 sessions (8.68%) did not

include any mobile application. These sessions are what Banovic et al. [6] call295

“glance sessions”: brief interactions lasting some seconds to check information,

e.g., the current time, on the lock screen. As in the work of Banovic et al., their

median duration was roughly 13 seconds (13.92).

Other 67,314 sessions (50.24%) included the usage of a single mobile app,

only, with a median duration of 36.83 seconds. In the categorization proposed300

by Banovic et al. [6], these sessions can be classified as “review sessions,” i.e.,

interactions lasting less than 60 seconds to consume content and provide quick

input to an application, e.g., opening Gmail and briefly scrolling through exist-

ing emails.

The number of mobile apps used in the remaining 55,063 smartphone usage305

sessions was on average 2.89 (SD = 1.39), and ranged from 2 (30,226 sessions)

to 20 (1 session). This means that a considerable amount of mobile device

use (41.09%) included at least a transition between two applications. These
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“engage sessions [6]” typically last more than 60 seconds. In our case, the

median duration was 149.63 seconds.310

Figure 5: Histogram of the number of mobile apps included in the collected smartphone usage

sessions.

3.2.2. Habitual App Switching Behaviors

From the 55,063 smartphone usage sessions involving more than one app,

we extracted a total of 16,227 habitual app switching behaviors. This suggests

that such habits characterize a small, specific portion of the overall usage of

smartphones. On average, each user demonstrated 352.76 switching habits,315

with a standard deviation of 740.40 habits. These relatively high numbers are

due to the fact that the exploited methodology treats each calculated association

rule as a separate habit. It is therefore possible to have very similar rules that

differ by a single contextual cue, with the same app switching behavior (e.g.,

WhatsApp to Facebook) that can be specified in different “granularities” and320

for different contexts. The same behavior, for example, may be particularly

common in the morning, but also in general during all day. What is clear from

this analysis is that the number of such behaviors differed significantly across

users, and confirms that there are non-neglectable differences in how people
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interact with their mobile devices [39].325

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the number of apps included in the ex-

tracted habitual app switching behaviors. The figure highlights different kinds

of app switching behaviors. While association rules modeling a direct transition

between two apps were very common (see the first two bars of Figure 6), we

also found several association rules with multiple apps in their antecedents. This330

means that some combinations of mobile apps can spur users to open other ap-

plications. An example we found during our analysis was a user that habitually

used WhatsApp when using both the Camera and the Contacts apps, probably

to share her photos with her friends.

Figure 6: Distribution of the number of apps included in the antecedent and consequent of

the extracted habitual app switching behaviors.

Besides the different number of involved apps, the extracted habitual app335

switching behaviors were characterized by different contextual cues. Users, for

instance, habitually transitioned between different apps at home (4,334 rules),

during business days (5,695 rules), and when they were sitting in a place (7,003

rules). Interestingly, while the majority of the sessions in the exploited dataset

happened in the evening, we found that the time interval during which habitual340

app switching behaviors were more common was between 6 and 8 AM (628

rules). This suggests that users are likely to routinely transition between the

same mobile applications when they wake up in the morning.
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Figure 7: An heatmap representing the extracted habitual app switching behaviors on the

basis of the involved mobile apps.

Finally, the heat map in Figure 7 describes the extracted association rules

on the basis of the mobile apps involved in their antecedents and consequents,345

respectively. While the set of used apps varied significantly across participants,

we were able to find common mobile applications that were linked in several

app switching behaviors. The most common links, in particular, involved a

messaging app (e.g., WhatsApp), a web browser (e.g., Chrome), social net-

works (e.g., Facebook and Instagram), and an educational app (e.g., PoliTO350

App). We found, for instance, 1,334 rules containing Chrome in the antecedent

and WhatsApp in the consequent, and 914 rule containing WhatsApp in the

antecedent and Facebook in the consequent. Although the analyzed data do

not allow to understand the underlying usage motivations, such common app

switching behaviors suggest that there could be several reasons for which users355

habitually switched between these apps, from completing a task that involves

multiple apps to satisfy an established usage routine. The usage of a browser

like Chrome before a messaging app like WhatsApp, for example, may suggest

that the user has shared some content found online on one of her chats. Using

Facebook after WhatsApp, instead, is probably related to a pure usage habit,360
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e.g., checking social networks after having received (and perhaps answered to)

a message on WhatsApp.

4. Supporting App Switching Through RecApps

Our first study shows evidence that users habitually switch between different

mobile apps in different contexts, and that the applied data analytic method-365

ology is able to automatically detect these behaviors from smartphone usage

data. As contemporary mobile devices offer limited support to transition from

one app to another, the second part of our research focused on how to stream-

line such an interaction (RQ2). To this end, we implemented the data analytic

methodology in RecApps, an interactive floating widget whose goal is to allow370

users to switch to the next app without the need of closing the app that is

currently used and browsing the home-screen menu or a list of recently used

apps.

4.1. RecApps

We developed a first version of RecApps as an Android application imple-375

menting the same data analytic methodology described in Section 3. The app

silently collects smartphone usage data in background, and, when available,

it associates contextual information, i.e., time, period, physical activity, and

current location, to each smartphone usage session. Activities, i.e., still, walk-

ing, running, cycling, and on vehicle, are detected through the Google Activity380

Recognition APIs [40]. Locations of interest, e.g., home or workplace, can be

instead defined at the startup of the application (Figure 8(a)). Twice a day,

RecApps uses the collected information to recalculate, directly on the smart-

phone, association rules modeling habitual app switching behaviors of the user.

Similar rules, e.g., those that include the same contextual information, are then385

merged together to generate a set of “recommendations” that can be viewed

at any time in a dedicated screen of the app (Figure 8(b)). In our work, we

define recommendations as shortcuts that allow users to repeat their habitual
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(a) Context (b) Recommendations (c) Widget

Figure 8: The RecApps application in a nutshell. Users can define one or more preferred

locations to be monitored (a). RecApps collects usage and contextual information to extract

association rules and generate recommendations (b). Recommendations are dynamically pro-

posed to the user through a vertically-floating widget (c).

switching behaviors more quickly. The first recommendation of Figure 8(b), for

instance, suggests that during a business day, when the user is sitting at home390

using Telegram, she typically switches to Facebook and Chrome.

Recommendations are proactively proposed to the user through a vertically-

floating widget on the right side of the screen (Figure 8(c)). When the an-

tecedent of a calculated association rule is verified, e.g., the user opens a given

app in a specific contextual situation, a link to the apps that are typically related395

to the app currently in use appears on the screen. Such links are continuously

adapted to the apps that the user is currently using in the session. When the

user opens 2 different apps in the same session, for instance, RecApps updates

the widget content by checking if there are association rules involving those 2

apps as the rule’s antecedent.400

When visualizing the widget, the user can simply click on a displayed icon

to transition towards the related app. The number of apps displayed in the

widget is not fixed and it is automatically computed by RecApps according to
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the association rules that are currently active, i.e., those that reflects the current

contextual situation. The widget can be reduced at any time by the user (as in405

Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b)), and it can be vertically moved on the right area

of the screen.

4.2. User Study

We conducted a user study to evaluate RecApps in a real-world setting. We

investigated, in particular, how users would interact with RecApps, and whether410

the proactive widgets influenced participants’ behavior with smartphones. Our

aim was to define a design space for proactively supporting app switching be-

haviors.

4.2.1. Participants

We recruited a total of 18 participants (11 female and 7 male) by exploiting415

mailing lists of different university courses and by sending private messages to

our social circles. On average, participants were 23.05 years old (SD = 3.54).

Except for 3 employees, they were mostly university (13) or high-school (2)

students.

4.2.2. Method420

The study was conducted between July and August 2020, and lasted three

weeks. We uploaded RecApps on the Google Play Store, and we asked partici-

pants to install it. In the first week, RecApps ran in the background by silently

logging usage data, without displaying any widget (baseline phase). This en-

abled RecApps to get enough data to calculate the first recommendations. After425

seven days, a notification alerted the participants that recommendations were

active. From that moment, RecApps started to periodically recalculate associa-

tion rules modeling habitual app switching behaviors, and participants could use

the displayed widgets to switch between their favorite apps (RecApps phase).

After three weeks, we conducted a brief semi-structured interview with partic-430

ipants to get their qualitative feedback. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic [41],

interviews were conducted remotely via the Zoom video conferencing tool [42].
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In this final part of the study, we explored participants’ experience using Re-

cApps by taking advantage of the following open-ended questions:

• Overall, what has been your experience with RecApps? Did you like it?435

What were its advantages and disadvantages?

• Did you use the visualized recommendations to switch between apps?

When did you find these suggestions more useful?

• Has RecApps changed the way you use the phone?

• Do you have any suggestions to improve RecApps?440

4.2.3. Data Collection and Metrics

During the study, we collected anonymous data by using Cloud Firestore [43],

a Google-powered NoSQL database for storing, syncing, and querying data of

mobile and web apps. We collected usage data related to participants’ smart-

phone usage sessions, including the included apps and the associated contextual445

information, e.g., current location. We averaged these measures for each par-

ticipant, by computing the following metrics:

Duration. The average duration of the smartphone usage sessions performed

by a user.

Unique Apps. The average number of unique apps that a user uses in her450

smartphone usage sessions.

App Openings. The average number of distinct app openings, including mul-

tiple openings of the same app, that a user performs in her smartphone

usage sessions.

Furthermore, we kept track of the calculated recommendations. We measured,455

in particular, how many times participants saw a widget with available rec-

ommendations, and how many times they clicked on a recommended item to

perform an app switching behavior. To measure the usefulness of RecApps, in

particular, we computed the following metric, averaged for all the participants:
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Used Widgets (%). We considered a widget as “used” when participants460

clicked on one of its suggested apps. The percentage of used widgets is

therefore computed as the number of used widgets over the total number

of time participants saw a widget.

4.3. Results

Results are organized as follow. First, we explore the frequency of use of465

RecApps during the study. Then, we move to investigate the content of the

displayed widgets and its influence on the probability of a widget to be used.

Finally, we analyze the influence of RecApps on the participants’ behavior with

smartphones, we compare the adopted recommendation algorithm with basic

approaches suggesting the most used apps, only, and we report on the perceived470

advantages and disadvantages of RecApps collected during the final interview.

4.3.1. Frequency of Use

In the 14 days during which recommendations were active, each participant

clicked on a suggested app to directly switch from the current app to another

71.61 times on average (SD = 124.90, median = 30.50). More specifically,475

each day RecApps helped participants to simplify 7.58 habitual app switching

behaviors on average (SD = 11.80, median = 3.00). Overall, the visualized

widgets were actively used (used widgets (%) metric) in 5.80% of cases. In-

terestingly, as shown in Figure 9, participants clicked on suggested apps more

frequently as the day passed. Indeed, the percentage of used widgets increased480

during the study and ranged from 4.64% of day 8 to 8.01% of day 21. A Pear-

son’s correlation test confirmed that there was a moderate positive correlation

between the day of the study and the percentage of used widgets (r(19) = 0.608,

p < .05). Given that app switching behaviors are often executed out of a habit,

sometimes even unconsciously, this may suggest that it takes time for users to485

abandon their existing method for switching between apps in favor of RecApps.

Another possible explanation, however, is that RecApps was able to continu-

ously improve the accuracy of the computed recommendations by collecting and
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exploiting more data.

Figure 9: The percentage of used widgets, i.e., widgets for which participants clicked on a

suggest app, during the study. As the days passed, participants clicked on a recommended

app to switch to another app more frequently.

Such an ability of RecApps was confirmed by a participant in the final in-490

terview:

I installed RecApps when I was on vacation, so when I came home

recommendations did not reflect my habitual smartphone usage. How-

ever, I noticed that the app quickly adapted to my ‘return to everyday

life’.” (P12)495

While the reported numbers may appear low, they are perfectly in line with

the results described by the authors of ProactiveTasks [6], another attempt to

support proactive interactions on smartphones. As in ProactiveTasks, in par-

ticular, interaction with RecApps was not supposed to be participants’ primary

goal. Rather, RecApps provided an optional mechanism to simplify app switch-500

ing behaviors that were habitually performed: as described in Section 3, such

habitual app switching behaviors characterize only a small portion of the overall

usage of smartphones.

4.3.2. Widget Content

In line with what we found in our formative study (Section 3.2.2), the most505

common clicked recommendations referred to app switching behaviors involv-

ing social networks and messaging apps. Participants, for instance, clicked 337
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times on the WhatsApp icon while using Instagram, and 224 times on the In-

stagram icon while using WhatsApp. The usefulness of RecApps to streamline

such social-to-chat and chat-to-social switching behaviors was confirmed by par-510

ticipants in the final interview. P12, for instance, said “I often used RecApps to

switch from social networks to Telegram”, while P2 said “I really appreciated the

visualized shortcuts while I was browsing social networks, I could move between

Facebook and Instagram really fast.” According to the participants, however,

RecApps was also useful for other scenarios, e.g., opening the web browser when515

needed (“it was useful to move from one social to another, but also to google

something faster”, P7) or connecting two interrelated apps (“I liked the fact that

I had a shortcut to the gallery when I was using the camera”, P2).

Figure 10: The number of apps displayed by the RecApps widgets was not fixed, but ranged

from 1 to 8. The figure shows how the number of displayed icons influenced the probability

of the widget to be used.

In RecApps, the number of apps displayed by the widgets was not fixed, but

was automatically computed by RecApps on the basis of the currently active520

association rules. Such a number ranged from 1 (54.36% of all the widgets) to 8

(0.03% of all the widgets). As reported in Figure 10, we found that the number

of icons displayed in a widget influenced the probability of the widget to be

used, i.e., with a click on a displayed icon. The percentage of used widgets was

similar or higher than the overall average (5.80%) when widgets were “small,”525

i.e., with 1 or 2 icons, respectively. Such a percentage decreased for bigger
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widgets, i.e., those displaying 3 to 6 apps. By covering a relatively large part

of the right-hand side of the smartphone screen, such widgets interfered with

the user’s activities, and they were often closed without being inspected, as

reported by P18: “sometimes the widget opened with so many icons...it was530

a bit invasive, I closed it right away.” Finally, very big widgets displaying 7

and 8 icons can be considered as outliers. Indeed, only 43 widgets with 7 icons

appeared during the study across all users. This number was even smaller for

widgets displaying 8 icons, that appeared 14 times, only. Furthermore, the high

usage rate of such widgets can be associated to unintentional clicks. As some535

participants noted, recommendations were sometimes used with “unintentional

touches” (P5), especially when there were several icons on the screen: “since

widgets appear on top of the screen, sometimes you trigger a shortcut without

really wanting it, especially when there are too many apps in the widget” (P11).

4.3.3. Influence on Smartphone Usage Patterns and Comparison with Baseline540

To understand whether and how RecApps influenced participants’ behav-

ior with smartphones, we compared some of the computed metrics before the

widgets were available (baseline phase) and after the app started to visualize

them (RecApps phase). We conducted a series of Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks tests

on the duration, unique apps, and app openings metrics, respectively. The545

reason for choosing a non-parametric test that does not assume a normal data

distribution was due to the high variability in the data under analysis. Indeed,

participants used their smartphones in different ways. Two Shapiro–Wilk tests,

in particular, revealed that usage sessions did not follow a normal distribution

in terms of duration (p < 0.05) and number of included apps (p < 0.05).550

Table 2 shows how the usage of RecApps influenced the average duration of

the participants’ smartphone usage sessions. The median duration of a session

in the baseline phase was 3.46 minutes (range = [1.23 -24.33]). The median

duration was instead 2.72 minutes in the RecApps phase (range = [1.30 -399.36]).

A Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test did not reveal significant differences (p > 0.05).555

Table 3 demonstrates that also the average number of unique apps in a
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Table 2: How the usage of RecApps influenced the average duration of the participants’

smartphone usage sessions. A Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test did not reveal significant differ-

ences.

Baseline RecApps

Median Range Median Range p

Duration [min] 3.46 [1.23 - 24.23] 2.72 [1.30 - 399.36] 0.263

Table 3: How the usage of RecApps influenced the unique apps and the app openings

metrics, respectively. Two Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks tests did not reveal significant differences.

Baseline RecApps

M SD M SD p

Unique apps [#] 1.65 0.23 1.73 0.31 0.225

App openings [#] 7.26 3.26 14.13 29.58 0.329

session and the average number of app openings were not significantly influenced

by the usage of RecApps. Results, however, highlight a possible trend towards

sessions with more app openings: although not statistically significant (p >

0.05), in particular, the average number of unique apps in a session varied560

slightly from 1.65 (SD = 0.23) to 1.73 (SD = 0.31), and the number of app

openings slightly increased from 7.26 (SD = 3.26) to 14.13 (SD = 29.58).

Besides investigating whether and how smartphone usage sessions changed

after using RecApps, we also analyzed whether RecApps encouraged the repe-

tition of the participants’ habitual app switching behaviors. To perform such565

an analysis, we first extracted the most common app switching behaviors repro-

duced by the widgets displayed by RecApps:

• Instagram to WhatsApp and WhatsApp to Instagram were displayed in

a total of 11,407 widgets;

• Facebook to Instagram and Instagram to Facebook were displayed in a570

total of 4,451 widgets;

• Facebook to WhatsApp and WhatsApp to Facebook were displayed in
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Table 4: How the usage of RecApps influenced the presence of the apps involved in the most

common app switching behaviors of the participants. A series of Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks tests

suggest that RecApps encouraged the repetition of these behaviors.

Baseline RecApps

M SD M SD p

{Instagram, WhatsApp} [#] 11.12 8.83 16.10 15.04 0.008

{Instagram, Facebook} [#] 3.81 3.35 6.49 8.51 0.010

{Facebook, WhatsApp} [#] 3.91 3.58 6.58 9.73 0.049

3,814 widgets.

We then analyzed whether the displayed widgets effectively promoted smart-

phone usage sessions involving these applications. As reported in Table 4, we575

found that smartphone usage sessions that included Instagram and WhatsApp

were significantly (p < 0.05) more common during the RecApps phase than in

the baseline phase (M = 16.10, SD = 15.04 vs. M = 11.12, SD = 8.83, respec-

tively). Significant differences (p < 0.05) also characterized smartphone usage

sessions that included Instagram and Facebook, and Facebook and WhatsApp,580

respectively. This suggests that, while RecApps did not change the overall be-

haviors of the participants with their smartphones, it encouraged the repetition

of transitions between participants’ favorite apps.

In many cases, in particular, the suggestions made by RecApps matched the

users’ most used apps. The recommendation algorithm adopted by our tool,585

however, accounts for other information as well, e.g., contextual factors like

locations, performed activities, and day of the week. Therefore, it is ideally

able to extract a) which transitions between the users’ most used apps are more

common, and b) when these transitions are more likely to happen. To fur-

ther explore the benefits of mixing information about app usage and contextual590

information, we analyzed how a widget implementing a simpler recommenda-

tion algorithm, one that always suggests the users’ most used app, may have

performed in comparison with RecApps. To this end, we first calculated the
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“top N” apps used by each participant during the baseline phase. Then, we

measured:595

• how often participants in the study were simply selecting one of their “top

N” apps when using the widget, and

• how often participants in the study closed the widget to manually open

one of their “top N” apps.

We found that, on average, each participant used the widget to select one600

of her “top N” app in 62.71 % of cases (SD = 23.89%). However, in 32.29%

of cases on average (SD = 23.89%), participants used the widget to select an

app that was not part of their most used apps. This means that RecApps is

able to capture connections between rarely used apps that might be impossible

to detect with simpler algorithms, e.g., those suggesting users’ most used apps,605

only. On the contrary, by analyzing all the cases in which the visualized widget

was not used, we found that participants manually opened a “top N” app that

was not recommended in 36.33% of cases. Besides highlighting the need of

further improving the accuracy of the recommendation algorithm adopted by

RecApps, this may suggest that there are cases in which the most used apps610

prevail over specific app switching behaviors. As reported by the participants in

the final interview (see Section 4.3.4), a possible solution to take advantage of

the ability of RecApps in detecting specific app switching behaviors while giving

the necessary importance to the most used apps is to allow users to manually

specify a set of shortcuts that are always visualized by the widget.615

4.3.4. Advantages and Disadvantages

By analyzing the data collected during the final interview, we found that

only 4 participants had a neutral opinion about the usefulness of RecApps. One

of them claimed to prefer “existing gestures” to switch between apps (P5), while

another found RecApps not useful since she typically did not use more than one620

app in a row. The majority of the participants, instead, found RecApps useful

to reduce the time they needed to switch between their favorite apps. For P9, for
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instance, RecApps “speeded up the transitions between my apps,” while P14 said

that widgets were useful because they “directly connected me with other apps.”

Such a feature positively impacted the way participants used their smartphones,625

according to them:

“The app improved my smartphone usage. Before using RecApps, I

had to exit from the current app and manually look for the next app

to be opened. Now I spend less time to open an app.” (P2)

Interestingly, some participants asserted that they also used RecApps to630

“monitor” their smartphone usage:

“Besides reducing the time you need to switch between apps, RecApps

allowed me yo identify which apps I use more frequently, and it made

me realize how I spend my time on the smartphone” (P15)

Knowing what your habitual switching behaviors are, in particular, can ei-635

ther encourage or dissuade users to click on a recommended item. On the one

hand, indeed, RecApps helped participants to prioritize “the apps I can’t do

without” (P1), without wasting their time on apps they rarely used. On the

other hand, some suggestions reflected a habitual behavior that participants

would rather avoid:640

“When I used Instagram, RecApps regularly suggested me to open

Facebook. Sometimes this made me realize that I waste too much

time on social media, so in that cases I typically forced myself not

to click on the recommendation.” (P16)

This suggests the need of allowing users to further customize widget con-645

tents, e.g., to permanently disable the suggestion of some unwanted apps. As

highlighted by P9, indeed, being able to customize the received recommenda-

tions, e.g., “to manually define some useful shortcuts”, would improve the overall

experience with the app.

The obtrusiveness of the visualized widgets was the main concern of our par-650

ticipants. Two users described the visualized icons as too big for their screen,
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while the fact that widgets were always present, even if closed, was described

as “a little bit invasive” (P14), also because they increased the chances of “un-

intentional clicks” (P9). Participants, however, felt this problem as easily solv-

able, since RecApps obtrusiveness characterized only some specific moments of655

their smartphone usage, e.g., “while I was actively using another app” (P14) or

“when I was using the keyboard” (P17). Accordingly, participants immediately

suggested different improvements to overcome the identified issue. P12, for in-

stance, would add the possibility of moving the widget in any part of the screen,

not just vertically, while P7 would remove the widgets while the user is watching660

videos or photos. P2, instead, proposed a more complex solution: “you should

find a way to automatically change the position of the widget depending on what

the user is doing.”

5. Discussion

Despite a large body of HCI literature is dedicated to study smartphone665

usage under different aspects, Turner et al. [10] recently suggested the need of

further exploring how to support “common application switching behaviour on

smartphones.” While researchers have already demonstrated that smartphone

users are likely to switch between different applications in the same usage ses-

sion [4, 11, 12], little is known about how to support this kind of interaction on670

modern smartphones. In this paper we have shown evidence that habitual app

switching behaviors can be automatically detected and proactively supported by

means of the RecApps application. In this section, we first discuss our research

questions by linking the retrieved findings to the existing literature on smart-

phone usage and interaction mechanisms. Then, we discuss the design space for675

proactively supporting app switching behaviors by referring to different design

dimensions, ranging from visibility to cognitive and physical demand.

5.1. Detecting and Supporting App Switching Behaviors

The first step to support app switching interactions is to being able to detect

the specific switches that are typically performed by the user (RQ1), in order680
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to facilitate their reproduction. In this respect, previous works only highlighted

high-level trends characterizing these behaviors. Böhmer et al. [4], for instance,

demonstrated that the first app that users open in a session typically belongs

to the “communication” category, and that there exists a strong connection

between apps belonging to the “lifestyle” and “shopping” categories, respec-685

tively [4]. In this work, we demonstrated how the specific and habitual app

switching behaviors of a user can be automatically extracted from her smart-

phone usage data through a data analytic methodology based on association

rules mining (Section 3). Such an approach is able to mix different data, includ-

ing contextual information, to extract recurrent transitions between apps that690

are performed by the user under stable contextual situations. Differently from

other approaches adopted in previous studies, where data of different users are

mixed together to extract and analyze (typically off-line) global usage patterns,

our approach is tailored for each user, and it can be applied in real-time on a

normal smartphone. The application of the approach on a smartphone usage695

dataset demonstrated the effectiveness of the approach, and it highlighted sev-

eral types of app switching behaviors habitually performed by the users under

different contexts, thus further motivating the need of exploring novel interac-

tions to support these behaviors.

We therefore implemented the proposed approach in RecApps, an Android700

application designed as an interactive floating widget that proactively supports

the transition from one app to another (RQ2, Section 4). The user study of

RecApps highlighted both positive and negative aspects in the first version of

the floating widget: while it supported the quick reproduction of habitual app

switching behaviors, especially between social networks and messaging apps,705

the cognitive demand of having to deal with a widget every time participants

opened an app was sometimes a problem, especially when the visualized icons

interfered with the current participants’ task. To our knowledge, RecApps is the

first attempt to proactively support app switching behaviors. Several different

algorithms for app prediction have been proposed in the last years (e.g., [21,710

32, 34]). On the one hand, however, most of these algorithms have mainly
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been used for tasks that do not directly influence the user’s interaction, e.g.,

saving memory and execution time by pre-loading the right app [21, 13, 32]. On

the other hand, researchers and practitioners have only explored very simple

approaches to exploit app-prediction algorithms and support users in opening715

the next app, e.g., by statically showing suggested apps in home-screen menus

(see the work of Sun et al. [33], and also the recommendations provided by some

of the today’s mobile user interfaces). As a consequence, users are often forced to

explicitly stop the use of the current app, e.g., through a double tap on the home

button, and look for a new one to be opened, e.g., by browsing the list of apps720

that are currently opened. Similarly to the work of Banovic et al. [6], RecApps

aims at supporting a proactive user’s interaction: app recommendations, in our

case, dynamically appear while the user is interacting with her smartphone.

5.2. A Design Space for Supporting App Switching Behaviors

The RecApps user study and its findings allow us to explore several trade-offs725

that characterize the design space of supporting app switching behaviors in mod-

ern smartphones. To delimit the design space, we first present two new RecApps

designs that take into account the suggestions of our participants (Figure 11(b)

and Figure 11(c)). As requested in the user study, both the alternatives allow

users to customize recommendations, with the possibility to “lock” a suggested730

item, e.g., to have it always available when using a given app, or to disable it

by clicking on the “x” icon the first time it appears, e.g., to avoid the recom-

mendation of unwanted habitual switching behaviors.

The first alternative to the initial version, i.e., the floating design (Figure 11(b)),735

combines the benefits of having an immediate shortcut to the next apps always

available with a floating and automatically adaptable position of the visual-

ized icons. Recommended icons, in particular, can be separately dragged and

dropped in any part of the smartphone screen. Furthermore, their position is

automatically adapted to the current user’s tasks. In Figure 11(b), for instance,740

suggestions are automatically moved above the keyboard when the user starts
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(a) Initial Design (b) Floating Design (c) On-End Design

Figure 11: The initial design of RecApps (a) and two new RecApps designs (b and c).

writing a message, in such a way that the icons do not disturb neither the user’s

writing nor the reading of the exchanged messages. Following the results of our

user study, the design limits the number of visualized icons to two.

745

The second alternative (Figure 11(c)) is the on-end design. In this design,

recommendations to switch to another app are presented through a dedicated

window at the end of the interaction with the current app, only. The user can

therefore invoke RecApps with any click or gesture that ends the usage of an

app, e.g., through a click on the home button. This design emphasizes the750

need of limiting interruptions to the current task of the user, and it allows to

maximize the number of recommendations the user can see at one time.

The three RecApps designs can be used to illustrate different trade-offs in our de-

sign space. We discuss them by referring to the design dimensions that Banovic755

et al. [6] adopted to explore how to proactively suggest app-specific tasks at the

beginning of a smartphone session. Here, we exclude security and privacy issues

since RecApps works “in the middle” of a smartphone session, and it does not
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Figure 12: The three different RecApps designs mapped to the dimensions of the design space.

influence the functionality of secured lock screens. Figure 12 visually summarize

the identified trade-offs, while each design dimension is discussed below.760

Presentation strategy defines how and when to present recommended apps

to the user. Our initial design and its floating version present always-on

widgets that are visualized during the usage of other applications. The

on-end design, instead, visualizes recommendations to switch to another

app after the end of the interaction with the current app, e.g., when the765

user clicks on the home button. As reported in Figure 12, the chosen pre-

sentation influences other design dimensions, from visibility to cognitive

load.

Visibility refers to the level of engagement needed to reach a RecApps widget.

The always-on widgets of the initial and floating designs are highly visible770

and provide an immediate shortcut towards other apps. Furthermore,

they allow users to easily reproduce “back and forth” use cases, with

users that can easily mix the usage of an app with secondary tasks, e.g.,

to save a quick note about what they are reading on a web browser page.

Recommended apps in the on-end design, instead, are not immediately775

visible, but they appear when the user is leaving the current app, only.

Intrusiveness express how much RecApps impact the time needed by users
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to get to a recommended item. Intrusive designs can help increase visi-

bility. However, as reported by our participants, the high intrusiveness of

our initial design negatively impacted the usage of other apps by causing780

frequent unintentional touches. Furthermore, recommended icons inter-

fered with some users’ activities, e.g., writing on a keyboard, thus forcing

users to close the widget or moving it away. The floating design aims

at limiting these drawbacks by adapting the position of the recommended

icons to the current user activity. Conversely, the on-end design minimizes785

intrusiveness, and it does not interfere with the usage of the current app.

Efficiency defines how quickly the user can switch to the next app from the

current one. Participants of our user study appreciated the initial design

of RecApps since it allowed them to rapidly switch between their favorite

apps. A similar efficiency can be reached through the floating design.790

However, users could find it more difficult to reach a desired icon given

the variable widget position. Similarly, the efficiency of the on-end design

is influenced by the adopted presentation strategy, which forces users to

perform an action, e.g., clicking the home button, before being able to

switch to another app.795

Interaction difficulty represents the difficulty of RecApps interaction in terms

of cognitive and physical demand. In order to reduce the interaction diffi-

culty, RecApps should present a limited number of icons in a easily acces-

sible position of the screen, e.g., the initial bottom-right location of our

initial design. However, such a position may not always be available, e.g.,800

when writing a message. The floating design limits such an issue by auto-

matically moving icons on the screen. However, users may find themselves

confused by the continuous change of the icons’ position, thus incurring in

a higher cognitive demand. On the contrary, given the need of physically

closing the current app, users may incur in a higher physical demand in805

the on-end design.

Multiplicity refers to how many different suggested apps are presented at any
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given time. As reported in the last two charts of Figure 12, although a

high number of icons might increase efficiency, e.g., with a higher probabil-

ity of finding the desired app to switch to, it might also increase cognitive810

demand. Our user study, moreover, indicated that the initial design was

likely to promote unintentional clicks when visualizing too many icons.

That is the reason why, when using always-on widgets, RecApps should

present a limited number of recommendations, e.g., as in the floating de-

sign of Figure 11(b). The number of suggestions could be increased when815

the visualized icons do not impact the usage of the current app, e.g., as

in the on-end design.

Although we explored only a portion of the design space, researchers can take

advantage of the described trade-offs to design future interactions supporting

app switching behaviors that prioritizes different design dimensions.820

6. Limitations and Future Works

There are some limitations to be considered in our work. Such limitations

could inform future work in the design of novel interfaces to support app switch-

ing behaviors. Both our formative and user studies mainly involved students

and young adults coming from the same geographical area and with a similar825

cultural background. We have to acknowledge that results may vary for differ-

ent cultural settings and different ages: prior work such as Zhao et al. [39] has

indeed shown that there is a very diverse set of smartphone users with different

app usage patterns. Nevertheless, although the reported findings may not gen-

eralize, our work provides rich, qualitative design insights that we expect to be830

transferable [44] to the specific usage patterns of a given population.

Furthermore, RecApps supported app switching behaviors through app-level

shortcuts, only, and the data analyzed and collected in this work do not allow to

discriminate between app switching behaviors that are caused by usage routines

and those that are due to interdependencies between apps. Multi-app sessions,835

however, often involve data transfer between apps, e.g., copying an address
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from a chat window to a navigation app, or saving an image from Twitter and

edit it in an image editor app. In this respect, many different apps on today’s

smartphones offer a “share via” feature that allows users to integrate or transfer

content from one app into another. On the one hand, this implies that, during840

the study, RecApps may have been redundant for certain type of app switching.

On the other hand, the effectiveness of integrating such “intent-level” shortcuts

in RecApps, e.g., by taking into account other app-based features in the rec-

ommendation algorithm, could be explored in future works. An example of a

tool that integrates “intent-level” shortcuts is the MessageOnTap [45] system,845

that uses the text extracted from a chat conversation to suggest task shortcuts,

e.g., seeing photos taken at Los Angeles, that can likely streamline next actions.

Ideally, transferring data while going directly to the right page in the target

app would make tools like RecApps even more effective. Besides investigating

intent-level shortcuts, other recommendations algorithms could be also explored,850

e.g., to increase serendipity while assisting users in repeating their habitual app

switching behaviors. Furthermore, our design space could be further exploited

to quantitatively investigate, e.g., though user evaluations, which are the most

effective modalities to present and visualize recommendations. Finally, we also

see promise in exploring how to suggest meaningful app switching behaviors,855

only. As highlighted by some of our participants, indeed, RecApps sometimes

suggested habitual app switching behaviors that they would rather suppress:

a new version of RecApps could therefore promote the development of mean-

ingful mobile interactions and, consequently, discouraging habitual patters that

negatively influence users’ digital wellbeing.860

7. Conclusions

App switching behaviors, i.e., transitioning between different apps in a smart-

phone usage session to consume content, are common among users. Unfortu-

nately, today’s smartphones offer limited support to transition from one app to

another. In this paper, we have investigated how these behaviors can be au-865
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tomatically detected, and how modern smartphones could proactively support

their reproduction. We proposed an approach based on association rules mining

to extract recurrent links between contextual cues and used apps from smar-

phone usage data. Furthermore, we proposed different design opportunities to

improve mobile device use by supporting app switching behaviors through the870

proactive suggestion of the next apps to be used. Our RecApps prototype, in

particular, analyzes previous users’ interaction with the smartphone, and it is

able to suggest habitual app transitions for different contexts through a float-

ing widget. Our work provides motivation for the design of novel interfaces to

support app switching behaviors, and opens up many opportunities for future875

work.
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